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Introduction
This document reports an assessment of the likely significant sustainability impacts of the policies
and aspirations set out in the Pre-Submission CR3 Forum Neighbourhood Plan 2013 -2035 dated
February 2016. The assessment was done by Roger Levett of Levett-Therivel Sustainability
Consultants as a desk exercise between 7 and 12 February 2016 following the procedure set out in
the Scoping Report (Edition 6 January 2015).
The main data sources used are the Scoping Report (which was partially updated at the same time)
the Pre Submission Plan, Tandridge District Council’s adopted Core Strategy, the (undated) Our Local
Plan Issues and Approaches document open to consultation on the Council website from 18
December 2015 to 26 February 2016, and The Objectively Assessed Housing Needs of Tandridge, Neil
McDonald, September 2015.
The bulk of the document consists of matrices assessing the policies and aspirations (some of them
grouped) against twelve sustainability objectives. The full objectives, and detailed appraisal
questions unpacking them further, are set out in the Scoping Report: the matrices use only short
headings for clarity. Policies are rated against objectives as follows:
++
+ or
++/0

Very positive impact compared to the
current situation
Positive impact compared to the
current situation
No impact

?

Unknown impact

-- or -/+
+/- or
++/--

Very negative impact compared to the
current situation
Negative impact compared to the current
situation
Both positive and negative impacts, which
broadly cancel each other out

Only significant predicted impacts are included.
The matrices are preceded by an overview.

Overview
The policies and aspirations mostly score positively against the appraisal objectives: implementing
the Neighbourhood Plan as it stands would generally make the CR3 area more socially, economically
and environmentally sustainable.
The justifications indicate that the plan is driven by residents’ concerns. It is an impressive
statement of residents’ expressed wishes and aspirations for their area. However as a tool for
influencing development in desired directions and away from damaging ones, it has weaknesses.
The rest of this section explains these. It is hoped this will help the CR3 Forum further improve the
plan.
Much of it reiterates national and/or District policy, or refers to other regulatory processes. This is
generally unnecessary, and contrary to guidance and good practice. In particular a lot of the Utilities
policies are covered by other regulatory regimes and outside the powers of a Neighbourhood Plan.
We recommend removing such material, to comply with guidance and good practice, to make the
things the Plan really can influence stand out more clearly, and to avoid raising mistaken
expectations as to what the Forum can actually achieve through the Plan. The matrices include
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suggestions for deleting some provisions and whole policies, and raised questions about others, but
an exhaustive check was beyond the scope of this exercise.
The repeated statements in policies that developments will be supported ‘providing they could
satisfy the other requirements of the Neighbourhood Plan’ (or similar wording) are generally
redundant. This is the default position in all plans. A single statement at the start that ‘all policies
apply’ unless exceptions are specifically stated would make this clear and save repetition.
Some policies appear inconsistent with others. Often this could be resolved by careful drafting. For
example, a policy which seems to call for more lighting and one that seems to call for less both
actually reflect a wish for enough lighting for safety and security but no more than the minimum
needed. However, other conflicts are real. For example, policies calling for more parking and for
removing bottlenecks contradict others supporting sustainable access. Different policies aim to
prevent change of use from housing, commerce, education and public open space. Since most
changes subject to planning permission will be between these uses, these policies taken together
would obstruct change that reconfigures the area to meet changing needs, and would tend to
frustrate other policies which call for more of several of these uses. It would be helpful to review
the wording of these policies together to avoid apparent inconsistencies.
Several policies duplicate or largely overlap with others. Several have titles that do not reflect their
contents. Suggestions are made for combining and renaming.
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Policy: RUE01 - Green Belt, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), Areas of Great
Landscape Value (AGLV) and Strategic Open Land
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
Restricts housing
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Maintains high quality open spaces, and may create
wellbeing
new pocket parks
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Helps concentrate development in more accessible
to travel
locations
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
+
Helps prevent loss
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
+
Helps prevent loss. May create new pocket parks
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic +
Helps prevent loss
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Maintains open spaces
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Largely reiterates national and District policy, so impacts may be
slight. Requirement for pocket parks /contribution to larger green infrastructure scheme valuable.

Policy: Policy HO1 - New Housing
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets

Policy impacts
0?
See below
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Policy: Policy HO1 - New Housing
SA objective
Policy impacts
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: This policy is concerned solely with the total number of new
housing units to be provided across the plan period, and how they should be phased, so the
appraisal addresses only this point.
Will this policy raise or lower this number compared to what would happen without it? The answer
is not straightforward. The total set in this policy of 2560 over 2013-2033 (or 128 per year) is higher
than was achieved in the CR3 area in the previous 10 years (119) (PreSub) and indeed slightly higher
even than the total for the whole district of Tandridge (112) set in the Core Strategy for 2006-26.
However the Tandridge Local Plan is currently being reviewed because (inter alia) this total is now
seen as far too low. The 2015 OAN for the whole district is far higher, at 470 a year from 2015-35.
The Core Strategy Review section of the Scoping Report (updated in February 2016) explains that
the two ‘delivery strategies’ (options) in the December 2015 Issues and Approaches document
which are broadly consistent with the 2015 OAN imply totals for CR3 of between 2513 and 2597
(subject to some uncertainties due to different plan periods and treatment of permissions already.)
The HO1 policy total of 2560 is in the middle of this range. In the current planning context, HO1
would therefore appear likely to make no difference. However this conclusion should be reviewed
as the Local Plan Review progresses.

Policy: HO2 – Housing General
SA objective

1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the

Policy impacts
?Requirements to justify density increase may reduce
amount of provision
+

Seeks to maintain amenity

?-

Requirements to justify density increase may reduce
amount of provision, especially of lower cost housing
Requirements to justify density increase may reduce
amount of provision
Requirements to justify density increase may reduce
amount of provision

??0
0
0
+

Seeks to maintain amenity
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Policy: HO2 – Housing General
SA objective
Policy impacts
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
?Discouragement of higher density may result in less
adapt to climate change
energy efficient built form and further travel distances
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Policy largely reaffirms national and District policy. The
additional stipulations for higher density could reduce housing provision, accessibility and energy
efficiency. Are these really needed in addition to other policies designed to safeguard amenity and
local environmental quality?
Policy: HO3 – Housing Mix
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
+
Aims to ensure provision meets local needs
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
+
Through affordable housing and dwellings mix
exclusion
requirement
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Will require objective evidence of specific CR3 needs to be kept
up to date to ensure the policy meets these.

Policy: HO4 – Retention of existing housing stock
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
+
Aims to avoid loss of housing stock
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
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Policy: HO4 – Retention of existing housing stock
SA objective
Policy impacts
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
?
Could prevent changes of use which might use land
and quantity
more efficiently
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
?
Will tend to maintain residential character. Whether
townscape and landscape
this is good or bad will depend on circumstances
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
?Could prevent economic activities
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
?Could prevent economic activities
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Effects will depend on what kind of changes of use are
prevented. Will need to be applied carefully. A rider on the lines of ‘unless the change can be
shown to produce substantial benefits which would not otherwise occur’ would help. Inconsistent
with other policies (BE1, HE11) which seek to prevent change of use in the other direction
Policy: HO5 – Brownfield sites
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity

Policy impacts
Likely to discourage developers who prefer greenfield
sites
0
+/+
++
+
+/-

8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets

?-

9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape

+

May reduce provision, but will also tend to push it to
sites more accessible without a car
Will generally push development to sites more
sustainably accessible.
Will generally protect higher value greenfield land
Will encourage re-use of degraded and contaminated
land
Brownfield sites can be more biodiversity-rich than
greenfield. Other policies should ensure that this one
does not have perverse effects.
Previously developed sites can have historic or
archaeological interest. Oher policies should ensure
this does not have perverse effects.
Redeveloping brownfield sites generally improves
townscape and protects landscape
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Policy: HO5 – Brownfield sites
SA objective
Policy impacts
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
+
Will generally push development to sites more
adapt to climate change
sustainably accessible
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Should have a range of beneficial impacts. However it should
not be assumed that brownfield sites are always less environmentally valuable than greenfield.
Policy: H06 - Sub-division of plots and back-land development
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
Will obstruct densification of existing residential areas
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Will safeguard the amenity of existing residents
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
Safeguards the amenity of existing residents of
exclusion
attractive areas at the expense of potential new
residents
4. Access, transport, reduce need
Will keep densities low, making local amenities and
to travel
public transport less viable
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
+/Will prevent more efficient use of land, but tend to
and quantity
safeguard existing gardens which often have high
biodiversity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
+
Will tend to safeguard existing gardens which often
biodiversity
have high biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+/Will tend to preserve existing suburban character
townscape and landscape
which is valued by existing residents but not
necessarily by others wishing to move in
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
Will keep densities low, making local amenities and
adapt to climate change
public transport less viable
11. Employment opportunities to
-?
May obstruct development of local economic
meet needs of the local economy
activities meeting local needs
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Policy will tend to safeguard amenity of existing residents at the
expense of broader social and environmental objectives.
Policy: H07 - Sub-division of buildings to provide small dwellings
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
++
Promotes better use of housing stock to meet current
affordability)
needs.
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
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Policy: H07 - Sub-division of buildings to provide small dwellings
SA objective
Policy impacts
3. Reduce poverty and social
++
Promotes provision of smaller, and therefore
exclusion
generally more affordable, dwellings
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Higher residential density will tend to support better
to travel
local amenities and transport.
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
++
Will make better use of existing buildings stock
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
+
Will reduce the need for new building
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
+
Will tend to reduce energy use by using buildings
adapt to climate change
more intensively
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None

Policy: HO8 –Affordable homes
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy

Policy impacts
++
Requires more affordable housing provision
0
++

Requires more affordable housing provision

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Policy: HO8 –Affordable homes
SA objective
Policy impacts
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Assessment assumes the 34% figure is based on assessments of
the maximum viable in market circumstances.

Policy: HO9 – Elderly accommodation
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
+
Aims to maintain existing provision of elderly
affordability)
accommodation and support new provision in
appropriate locations and which meets needs
2. Help improve health and
+
Accessibility requirement will help elderly people
wellbeing
maintain independence and quality of life
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Through accessibility requirements
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None

Policy: H10 – Travellers & Gypsies
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
0
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Policy: H10 – Travellers & Gypsies
SA objective
Policy impacts
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Policy does not appear to add anything to national and District
policy. Suggest delete.
Policy: BE01 – Employment Opportunity
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
Main effect likely to be to prevent change of business
affordability)
premises to housing
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Could reduce need to commute out
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
+
Aims to protect and increase employment
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
+
Aims to protect and increase employment
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Inconsistent with other policies (HO4, HE11) which seek to
prevent change of use in the other direction
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Policy: BE02 - Mixed Economy in town centres
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
Could prevent residential development of edge-ofaffordability)
town sites
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
?
Unclear how the policy could affect accessibility of
to travel
businesses and housing
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
?
Unclear what sorts of development the policy would
and quantity
help, hinder or displace
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+?
May help maintain diverse functioning town centres
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
+?
Aims to maintain space for small and start up
meet needs of the local economy
businesses, though unclear what it would prevent or
displace
12. Inclusive, innovative and
+?
Aims to maintain space for small and start up
sustainable economic growth
businesses, though unclear what it would prevent or
displace
Comments / mitigation measures: Policy’s aim is beneficial but unclear how it would be applied and
what effects it would have. Likely to be contentious. Suggest take advice from development
control officers as to how best to achieve its aim.

Policy: BE03 - Start-up/small business
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
+
Aims to prevent loss of dwellings
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
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Policy: BE03 - Start-up/small business
SA objective
Policy impacts
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Aims to protect residential amenity
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
?Constrains small businesses
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
?Constrains small businesses
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Policy largely reiterates, or slightly strengthens, tests and
constraints already in higher level policy. Overall effect likely to be to slightly increase obstacles to
business start-ups. If the aim is to support them, better to delete this policy and rely on other
policies to safeguard amenity?
Not clear what the last sentence means. If it is a promise that the CR3 partnership will provide
broadband infrastructure to support businesses, it deserves fuller explanation. If it is a statement
about what the partnership believes or hopes third parties will do, it is not planning policy and
should appear, if at all, in the supporting text.

Policy: BE04 – Enterprise/Business Park
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
Business park with unconstrained parking likely to
wellbeing
promote car commuting and discourage active
lifestyles
3. Reduce poverty and social
‘High growth, knowledge based and high value
exclusion
businesses’ generally do not provide jobs for poorer,
lower qualified people, but may drive up prices and
crowd out other activities that they rely on.
4. Access, transport, reduce need
Business park with unconstrained parking likely to
to travel
promote car commuting and discourage active
lifestyles even if also well served by rail
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
+/Brownfield preference could help regenerate derelict
and quantity
land. However, business park style developments
tend to be land intensive for parking
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
Likely to add to traffic
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
?
Requirement to ‘blend with the character of the area’
townscape and landscape
could avoid the generally negative impacts of such
developments
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
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Policy: BE04 – Enterprise/Business Park
SA objective
Policy impacts
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy

?+

Aims to provide new employment. However the
better connected such a development is, the more
chance that its workers will be from outside the area
12. Inclusive, innovative and
?+
Aims to provide new employment. However the
sustainable economic growth
better connected such a development is, the more
chance that its workers will be from outside the area
Comments / mitigation measures: A range of negative impacts intrinsic to the business park model
of development could be mitigated but would require much stronger constraints: for example a
sequential test not allowing greenfield development until all brownfield opportunities are
exhausted; a requirement to be within easy walk of a rail station with good services; restricted
parking; local employment provisions.

Policies: BE05 - Caterham Valley Town Centre and BE06 - Other CR3 centres
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
Prohibition on first floor housing could reduce
affordability)
provision
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
-Minimum parking standards and requirement not to
to travel
reduce commuter and public parking will tend to
increase car use and traffic
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Aims to maintain and enhance townscape
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Not clear why prohibition of residential use of first floors is
necessary. Parking requirements are inconsistent with transport objectives

Policies: HE01 - General Practice, HEO2 – Caterham Dene Hospital and HEO3 – North Downs
Hospital
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SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
0
+

Policies aim to maintain health provision to meet local
needs

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
None

Policies: HEO4 Primary State Schools, HEO5 – Secondary State School, HEO6 – Secondary State
School [sic] HEO7 – Private Primary / Secondary Schools and HE09 – New School Provision
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+/HEO7 requires accessibility to local transport, but also
to travel
off street parking
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
HEO5 sanctions potential encroachment on Green Belt
townscape and landscape
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Policies: HEO4 Primary State Schools, HEO5 – Secondary State School, HEO6 – Secondary State
School [sic] HEO7 – Private Primary / Secondary Schools and HE09 – New School Provision
SA objective
Policy impacts
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Requirements for improved access and for parking pull in
opposite directions. Suggest adding requirements that any change in school location or provision
should be accompanied by a travel plan to achieve an overall reduction in car journeys, and by
investments to ensure safe access on foot and by bicycle.
HEO6 appears to be misnamed: it is about a college not school

Policy: HEO8 – Nursery Provision
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Aims to support nursery provision
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
?
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
-Green Belt nurseries likely to encourage further
to travel
driving
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
?Potential green belt loss
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
+
Nursery provision may create jobs and enable parents
meet needs of the local economy
to work
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Negative transport impact could be made positive by saying
new provision will be supported where it helps reduce car use (for example allowing drop off near
stations) and not where it is liable to increase car use

Policy: HE10 – Community Use of Education Sites
SA objective
Policy impacts
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Policy: HE10 – Community Use of Education Sites
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Encourages more leisure uses
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
+
Encourages community provision
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
+
Makes better use of buildings
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None
Policy: HE11 – Education Land
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape

Policy impacts
Likely to reduce land available for housing
+

Aims to avoid loss of schools and playing fields, and
support ‘right to bid’ for community uses for any that
are disposed of

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Policy: HE11 – Education Land
SA objective
Policy impacts
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Inconsistent with other policies (BE01, HO4) which seek to
prevent change of use in the other direction.

Policy: LC01 - Allotments
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:
Policy: LC02 – Burial Grounds
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need

Policy impacts
0
++

Allotments contribute to health and wellbeing in
many ways.

0
-

Not clear why off street parking should be necessary

+

Allotment gardening makes good use of soil, and
generally enhances its quality

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Suggest remove requirement for off street parking

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
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Policy: LC02 – Burial Grounds
SA objective
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
None

Policy: LC03 –To Maintain and Improve Churches
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
Policy opposes replacing churches with housing (even
affordability)
if redundant.)
2. Help improve health and
?+
New community facilities could be beneficial, though
wellbeing
only where needed and viable
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Ban on residential redevelopment seems unhelpful where
churches are redundant if alternative community uses are not needed and viable. Policy name is
CR3 Forum Neighbourhood Plan SA/SEA policy impact matrices
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Policy: LC03 –To Maintain and Improve Churches
SA objective
Policy impacts
misleading: it is concerned with change of use not improvement.
Policy: LC04 – Community Hubs
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
0
+

Maintains community facilities

+

Should help keep community facilities accessible toe
residents
Should help keep community facilities accessible toe
residents

+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
None

Policy: LC05 – Community Assets For The Future
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Helps provide community facilities
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Helps provide community facilities in accessible town
to travel
centres
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
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Policy: LC05 – Community Assets For The Future
SA objective
Policy impacts
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Make policy wording more precise? Surely cannot mean that
‘any future development or redevelopment of town centre sites’ will trigger an additional
community space?
Policy: LC06 - Libraries
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:
Policy: LC07 - Footpaths
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing

Policy impacts
0
+

Aims to maintain and enhance library provision

+

Aims to maintain and enhance library provision

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
None

Policy impacts
0
++

Encourages walking
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Policy: LC07 - Footpaths
SA objective
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
+
Eases movement on foot
++

Facilitates walking

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Suggest add cycle paths

Policy: LC08 – Maintain And Encourage The Use Of Open Spaces
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Safeguards access to open spaces
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
+
Safeguards open spaces
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
+
Aim of the policy
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Safeguards open spaces
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
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Policy: LC08 – Maintain And Encourage The Use Of Open Spaces
SA objective
Policy impacts
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None
Policy: LC09 – Parking Facilities In Open Spaces
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
Facilities more driving
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
-Encourages driving to open spaces
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
Turns open space over to car parking
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
Will add to noise and air pollution from traffic
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
Will add to car clutter
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: This is harmful to a range of objectives. Suggest delete, and
replace by broadening current LC11 into a policy for improving pedestrian, cycle and public
transport to open spaces and the wider countryside, and encouraging more use of these
Policy: LC10 – Public Toilets
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution

Policy impacts
0
+

Will add to public convenience …

0
0
0
0
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Policy: LC10 – Public Toilets
SA objective
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
0
0
None

Policy: LC11 - The Development Of Tourism In The Area
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Supports non-car access
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Supports greener travel
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Name is misleading: policy is concerned only with encouraging
countryside access. It would be desirable to subsume this in to a broader policy of developing and
promoting pedestrian paths and cycle routes, not only to the countryside

Policy: LC12 – Public Houses
SA objective

Policy impacts
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Policy: LC12 – Public Houses
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Could meet more recreational needs
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
+
Could help keep pubs viable
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Suggest clarifying whether ‘diversification’ means change to
other uses, or broadening their ‘offer’ as pubs – eg food, music.
Policy LC13 – Wider Use Of School Facilities not appraised as it seems to duplicate HE10

Policy: LC14 – Sports Facilities
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets

Policy impacts
0
0

Aims to improve access to sports facilities

+

Aims to locate in areas of greatest need

+

Aims to locate in areas of greatest need

0
0
0
0
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Policy: LC14 – Sports Facilities
SA objective
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
None

Aspirations LCA1 – 6 are all likely to be positive for objective 2 Health and Wellbeing without any
significant downsides for any other objectives. More detail of implementation would be needed
before full appraisal would be meaningful.
Policy: T01 - Impact On Transport Network
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+?
Travel plans should reduce transport impacts
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
+?
Travel plans should reduce transport impacts
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: ‘there will not be any adverse impact on the system’ seems an
impossibly stringent requirement. Redraft? Policy could give more explicit encouragement to
minimise impacts.

Policy: TO2 – Sustainable Location of Development
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
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Policy: TO2 – Sustainable Location of Development
SA objective
Policy impacts
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
?
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Intention is good, but the phrase ‘sustainable in the location
and accessibility’ is too vague to provide a decision rule for development control. Needs to be
more concrete and explicit – near public transport and cycling facilities?

Policy: TO3 – Car Parking
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Policy: TO3 – Car Parking
SA objective
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:
policy. Suggest delete.

Policy impacts
0
0
0
Policy makes no difference since it merely reiterates District

Policy: T04 - Safety Of Car Parking Areas
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Small benefits for public safety
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
-?
Risk of obtrusive lighting
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
-?
Risk of obtrusive lighting
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Could add reference to need for security measures to avoid
harming visual amenity

Policy: T05 - Electric Vehicles and Aspiration TA9 - Electric Vehicles
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
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Policy: T05 - Electric Vehicles and Aspiration TA9 - Electric Vehicles
SA objective
Policy impacts
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
?+
May encourage provision of charging points
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Does not currently require anyone to do anything. Could be
made more effective by a requirement to provide charging points in car parks above a certain size.
Unclear why the aspiration is separate from the policy.

Policy: T06 - Footpaths And Bridleways
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Supports provision of paths and bridleways
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Supports provision of paths and bridleways
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
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Policy: T06 - Footpaths And Bridleways
SA objective
Policy impacts
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Suggest add explicit reference to cycleways (Bridleways are
legally open to cyclists but not necessarily suitable, and cycleways are not necessarily bridleways)

Policy: T07 - Car Parking For Rail Passengers And Business Staff and Aspiration TA12 - To Balance
The Usage On The Railway Lines Serving CR3
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+/--? Bus extensions would promote more sustainable
to travel
travel. Easier parking at stations is likely to increase
driving to stations. It is possible, although unlikely,
this could reduce car use overall if it results in
commuters joining trains in CR3 instead of driving
further in to Croydon / London.
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Is there any evidence (eg from transport modelling) that the
policy will have the benefits hoped for rather than just generate more traffic?
Aspiration TA1 - ANPR And Road Safety Zones Not appraised since impacts depend on monitoring
and enforcement processes outside the planning system.
Aspiration TA2 - Shared Space and Aspiration TA3 - Home Zones
SA objective
Policy impacts
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Aspiration TA2 - Shared Space and Aspiration TA3 - Home Zones
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Likely to make walking and cycling more attractive
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
+
Likely to make walking and cycling more attractive
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None

Aspiration TA4 - Pinch Points In Road System
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
Likely to increase traffic flows and speeds
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
Likely to increase traffic flows and speeds
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
Likely to increase traffic flows and speeds, and
light pollution
therefore noise and pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
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Aspiration TA4 - Pinch Points In Road System
SA objective
Policy impacts
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: ‘Pinch points’ that reduce traffic speeds and flows are often
deliberately introduced as traffic calming and management measures. Suggest remove this policy.
Aspiration TA5 - Large Goods Vehicles Not appraised as enforcement of emission standards is not a
planning matter, and it is not stated what ‘most appropriate route’ would mean.
Aspiration TA6 - Community Bus
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Aspiration TA7 - Cycle Paths
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing

Policy impacts
0
0
+

Would improve accessibility for residents without cars

+

Would reduce need to drive.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
None

Policy impacts
0
+

Would make cycling more practicable and attractive
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Aspiration TA7 - Cycle Paths
SA objective
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:
routes mentioned

Aspiration TA8 - Bike Hire Scheme
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to

Policy impacts
+
Would improve accessibility without a car
+

Would make cycling more practicable and attractive

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Would be better as a policy, and not restricted to the specific

Policy impacts
0
+

Would facilitate cycling

0
+

Would facilitate cycling

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Aspiration TA8 - Bike Hire Scheme
SA objective
Policy impacts
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Would be helpful to say how this could be promoted through
the Neighbourhood Plan. Use of S106/CIL money? Provision of sites? Requirements on
businesses/developers to provide sites or subscribe to hire scheme as a planning condition?
Aspiration TA9 - Electric Vehicles appraised with policy T05 above.
Aspiration TA10 - Air Quality Monitoring Stations & Alert Mechanism and Aspiration TA11 - Low
Emission Zones
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Should reduce exposure to air pollution
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
+
Should help reduce air pollution
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None
Aspiration TA12 - To Balance The Usage On The Railway Lines Serving CR3 appraised with policy
T03.

Policy URD01 - General Design and URD02 - Built Environment
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Good design contributes to wellbeing
wellbeing
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Policy URD01 - General Design and URD02 - Built Environment
SA objective
Policy impacts
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Should improve design quality of new development.
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Effects will depend on the contents of the CR3 ‘Detailed Design
Guidelines’.

Policy: Policy URD03 - Amenity Space
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Access to open space improves wellbeing
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
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Policy: Policy URD03 - Amenity Space
SA objective
Policy impacts
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Should be consistent whether the policy is concerned with
amenity space, play space or communal open space

Policy: URD04 - Noise
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:
Regulations.

Policy impacts
0
+

Aims to reduce noise exposure

0
0
0
+

Aims to reduce noise exposure

0
0
0
0
0
0
Not clear the policy is necessary or adds much to Building

Policy: URD05 – Lighting and Policy U12 - Light Pollution
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Appropriate lighting can improve security without
wellbeing
detracting from wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
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Policy: URD05 – Lighting and Policy U12 - Light Pollution
SA objective
Policy impacts
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
+
Aims to avoid excessive and unnecessary lighting
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: These two policies – one calling for more lighting, the other for
less - seem contradictory. However they both seek provision of enough lighting but no more.
Suggest rolling them into one.

Policy: URD06 - Provision for Disability
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
+
Aims to increase provision for disabled people
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Aims to increase provision for disabled people
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
+
Aims to increase provision for disabled people
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
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Policy: URD06 - Provision for Disability
SA objective
Policy impacts
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Not necessary to re-state that DDA applies.

Policy: Policy URD07 - Derelict Sites
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
+?
Might persuade some owners to remediate derelict
and quantity
sites
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Not clear that an approach by the Parish Council will often
make owners act without sanctions

Policy: URD08 - Development Mix
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality

Policy impacts
Potentially reduces housing provision
0
0
0
0
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Policy: URD08 - Development Mix
SA objective
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
0
0
0
+

Aims to maintain character

0
0
0
None

Policy: URD09 - Safeguarding the Natural and Historic Environment and URD10 - Landscape and
Countryside
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
+
Aim to protect environmental assets
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic +
Aim to protect environmental assets
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Aims to protect landscape and countryside
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: URD10 largely reiterates national policy and regulations
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Policy: URD11 - Green Infrastructure and Linear Parks
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Aims to secure new green infrastructure
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
+
Aims to secure new green infrastructure
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic +
Aims to secure new green infrastructure
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Aims to secure new green infrastructure
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Title refers to linear parks. These are not mentioned in the
policy, but pocket parks are. Needs to be consistent.

Policy: URD12 - Climate Change
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Policy: URD12 - Climate Change
SA objective
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:
homes requirement

Policy impacts
0
++

Aims to improve energy efficiency standards

0
0
The government has now abolished the 2016 zero carbon

Policies: U01 - Adequate & Self Sufficient Services, U03 - Power Generation and U06 - Sewerage,
Storm Water & Ground Water
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
Self-sufficiency target will make some developments
affordability)
unviable
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
+
Aims to minimise sewerage and waste
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
+
Aims to minimise water and energy consumption
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Self sufficiency as defined in U01 is an extremely ambitious
target, often not commercially viable. Better to set a high BREEAM / CSH target. U03 duplicates
U01 and its name does not reflect its contents. They both overlap with U06 and URD12 and should
be combined.
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Policy: U02 – Telecommunications
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Should reduce impacts of telecommunications masts
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None
Policy U03 - Power Generation appraised with U01

Policy: U04 – Fracking
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
0
+

Seeks to minimise pollution and disturbance from
fracking

0
0
+

Site reinstatement requirements
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Policy: U04 – Fracking
SA objective
Policy impacts
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Not clear the Neighbourhood Plan has powers to constrain
fracking.
Policy U05 - Water Supply not appraised since it appears just to reiterate regulations.
Policy U06 - Sewerage, Storm Water & Ground Water appraised with U01 above.

Policy: U07 - Location of Waste Facilities
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Constraints on incineration would safeguard health
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
+
Brownfield first stipulation
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
+
Siting stipulations
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
+?
Reference to BPEO
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Very little of this policy is within the powers of a
Neighbourhood Plan. Suggest remove material which is ultra vires.
Policy U08 - Development in Flood Plains not appraised as it restates national policy.
Policy U08 - U09 - Contaminated Land not appraised as it restates national policy.
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Policy: Policy U10 - Water Quality
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy: Policy U11 - Hazardous Sites
SA objective
1. Meet housing needs (inc
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the

Policy impacts
0
0
0
0
0
+

Aims to protect and enhance water quality and the
water environment.

0
0
0
0
0
0
Not clear this adds significantly to national policy.

Policy impacts
0
+

Aims to avoid hazards.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Policy: Policy U11 - Hazardous Sites
SA objective
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures:

Policy impacts
0
0
0
Not clear this adds significantly to national policy.

Policy U12 - Light Pollution appraised with URD05 – Lighting.
Policies: U13 – Noise and U14 - Development affected by Noise
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Should prevent new development with undesirable
wellbeing
noise exposure
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
+
Should prevent new development with undesirable
light pollution
noise exposure
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Combine these two policies?

Policy: U15 - Pollution & New Development
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
+
Aims to protect residents and users of new
wellbeing
developments from excessive pollution
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Policy: U15 - Pollution & New Development
SA objective
Policy impacts
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
+
Aims to protect residents and users of new
light pollution
developments from excessive pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: None

Policy U16 - Allowable Solution Fund not appraised since Government has abolished the Allowable
Solutions mechanism.
Policy: Policy U17 - Infrastructure Installation
SA objective
Policy impacts
1. Meet housing needs (inc
0
affordability)
2. Help improve health and
0
wellbeing
3. Reduce poverty and social
0
exclusion
4. Access, transport, reduce need
0
to travel
5. Efficient land use, soil quality
0
and quantity
6. Minimise air, water, noise and
0
light pollution
7. Conserve and enhance
0
biodiversity
8. Natural, archaeological, historic 0
environments and cultural assets
9. Protect and enhance the
0
townscape and landscape
10. Energy efficiency, renewables,
0
adapt to climate change
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Policy: Policy U17 - Infrastructure Installation
SA objective
Policy impacts
11. Employment opportunities to
0
meet needs of the local economy
12. Inclusive, innovative and
0
sustainable economic growth
Comments / mitigation measures: Not clear this adds significantly to existing regulations and
good practice guidance.
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